The *WraithVeil Dual* is a 2-directional flexible vinyl projection screen material. It is designed to accommodate either front or rear projection. This versatile material eliminates the need to swap out the projection material to accommodate a front or rear projector array. It offers a 150° wide viewing angle and color balance for a variety of presentations.

The *WraithVeil Dual* performs best under controlled room lighting, but is capable of providing excellent performance with mild levels of ambient light when using a high lumens standard or ultra/short-throw projector.

**Screen Material**
- Gain: 0.8; Viewing Angle: 150° (75°LR)
- 2-Directional Front/Rear Projection
- Provides exceptional color balance and high resolution
- Broad viewing cone for edge blending applications
- Compatible with ultra, short and standard throw projectors
- 4K Ultra HD, HDR, and Active 3D Ready
- Surface cleaned with mild soap, water and a soft cloth
- Flexible PVC allows proper tension for uniform flatness
- Mildew Resistant

**Elite Screen series:**
**Yard Master 2 Dual**

---

**On-axis 0° Gain: 0.8**

**Viewing Cone: 150°**
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